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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

In 1997, Massachusetts passed the Electric Restructuring Act and deregulated its electric 

utility companies. Prior to that change in the law, electric utilities (local distribution 

companies or LDCs) owned the power plants that generate electricity and the local 

utility poles and lines seen on virtually every street that connect homes and businesses 

to the electricity customers need.  The utility companies also sent the bill, handled 

customer calls, and maintained the local distribution poles and lines.  After the 1997 law 

was enacted, the electric industry was restructured.  The electric utilities were required 

to sell off their power plants and thus became just distribution companies.  They still 

deliver electricity to customers over local poles and lines, send out bills, and make 

repairs.  But customers now can get the actual electricity they need in one of two ways.  

First, they can rely on the LDC to buy electricity on behalf of those who do not want to 

shop elsewhere for their electricity.  Second, they can choose a so-called competitive 

energy supply company (CES company) that sells electricity, which would still be 

delivered by the LDC.  For customers who buy their electricity from a CES company, the 

LDC acts somewhat like UPS or FedEx does when delivering packages.  The LDCs 

deliver electricity that the consumer has bought elsewhere.   

 

The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities also adopted regulations that similarly 

allow customers to choose a third-party competitive gas supplier.  Like the current 

situation with electricity, a gas customer can also simply rely on the local gas 

distribution company to purchase gas on the customer’s behalf.  There is no requirement 

that a customer affirmatively choose a CES company. 

  

Competition in the sale of electricity and gas sounds like it should lead to lower prices 

and better deals, but in the market for electricity the opposite is commonly true.  

Customers often end up worse off, paying the CES company more for the same 

electricity service that their LDC would have provided for a lower price.  Equally 

troubling is the documented extent to which competitive energy suppliers engage in 

unfair and deceptive sales practices, particularly in low-income communities as well as 

among older consumers and those who speak English as a second language.  

 

While LDCs are closely regulated, and must seek permission from state government to 

raise their prices, CES companies can charge any prices at all.  CES companies usually 

attract customers by claiming to offer lower rates. Some advertise benefits like special 

thermostats or more green energy generated from solar power or wind.  But consumers 

who switch to CES companies often find that they are paying more for the same 

electricity.  Seemingly small overcharges for each customer can add up to millions of 

dollars, as demonstrated by data collected in Connecticut, Illinois, New York, and, 

recently in Massachusetts.  For the period of June 2016 through May 2017, Connecticut 

residential customers who purchased electricity through competitive supply companies 

paid $66,736,598.41 more that they would have paid their regulated public utility 
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companies for the same electric service.  In Illinois, residential customers who purchased 

electricity from competitive supply companies spent an additional $152,108,081 from 

June 2016 through May 2017 over the prices charged by regulated public utility 

companies.  In New York, residential and some small commercial customers overpaid 

by $817 million between January 2014 and June 2016, and low-income customers 

overpaid by almost $96,000,000 during the same period, compared to the prices charged 

by regulated public utility companies. Massachusetts customers paid $176,800,000 more 

than what they would have paid for electricity from their utility, during the period of 

July 2015 through June 2017. 

 

Aggressive salespeople market competitive supply contracts by going door-to-door and 

by telemarketing. Some of this marketing appears to be concentrated in low-income 

neighborhoods, where salespeople may pressure vulnerable consumers into contracts 

based on misinformation and false promises of lower prices.  Even consumers who do 

some research and enter electricity contracts through online sales may be surprised to 

find that the initial low introductory price for electricity ends after a few months and is 

replaced by a variable rate without limits. 

  

Vulnerable consumers are disproportionately harmed. A higher percentage of low-

income households sign up for competitive supply compared to non-low-income 

households, so more low-income consumers pay unstable and inflated rates.  Higher 

bills for these consumers may also cause a portion of Massachusetts and federal low-

income assistance funds to be absorbed by for-profit competitive supply companies. 

  

States such as Connecticut, New York, and Illinois have taken steps to protect 

consumers from high prices and deceptive practices.  But despite these additional 

protections, consumers are still paying too much and receiving little or no benefit.  Now 

is the time for the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities and other Massachusetts 

regulators policymakers to closely examine the harm to residential ratepayers, and to 

lead the drive for strong consumer protections and a fair utility marketplace. 

 

Stopping Abusive Energy Sales Practices: Recommendations for 
Massachusetts 
 

Reconsider the sale of competitive energy supply to individual residential customers 

The competitive market for energy is simply not working for residential customers. 

Consumers pay more for the same electricity, and even states with strong consumer 

protections have not ended overcharging and abusive marketing practices.  In light of 

this history, states should consider whether competitive suppliers should be limited to 

the commercial and industrial markets and municipal aggregation. 
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Limit the ability of energy supply companies to sell to low-income customers 

Following the lead of the New York Public Service Commission, states should 

investigate the harmful impacts on of competitive energy sales on low-income 

customers and the effect on assistance programs that help low-income customers to keep 

their heat and lights on.  The harm will likely require additional protections for these 

customers. 

 

Prohibit contracts that lock customers into variable rates 

Customers may be fooled by low teaser rates which expire and change to unregulated 

variable rates. Variable rate contracts should be prohibited, both in new contracts and 

when a contract is renewed, unless the customer is free to end the variable rate contract 

at any time without penalties. 

  

Prohibit automatic reenrollment 

Energy supply contracts should not renew without the affirmative consent of the 

customer. 

 

Limit cancellation fees 

In Massachusetts, cancellation fees are not limited and have exceeded $200. Cancellation 

fees should be limited, as in Connecticut where state law caps these fees at $50. 

 

Provide better information 

Important information should be included directly on the consumer’s utility bill. The 

electric or gas bill should list the name and contact information for the customer’s 

supply company, the price that the customer is paying, the price that public utility 

customers are paying for the same service, any additional fees, and the end date of the 

customer’s contract with the supplier. 

 

Prohibit deceptive and aggressive marketing 

Use the full authority of the utility commission, attorney general, consumer advocate 

and other agencies to adopt the strongest possible consumer protections. 

 

Give consumers an easy and binding way to opt out of marketing 

Opting out of marketing by competitive energy supply companies or placing a block on 

utility accounts should be quick and easy for consumers. 

 

Report actual prices paid for the public 

Shopping websites describe initial offers for potential customers, but consumers and 

stakeholders need data that shows how much customers actually pay for competitive 

energy supply and how those prices compare to the prices charged by public utility 

companies. 
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Make data about consumer problems and complaints involving competitive energy 

supply companies easily accessible to the public 

Consumers, regulators, and policymakers should have ready access to a published 

database of complaints against competitive energy supply companies and their agents 

including third-party marketers. 

 

Step up enforcement 

Strong consumer protections must be backed up with aggressive state enforcement. 
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Competing to Overcharge Consumers: 
The Competitive Electric Supplier Market in Massachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Customers in Massachusetts are paying too much for the electricity they consume, due 

to the deceptive practices and high-pressure sales tactics of the competitive energy 

supply (CES) companies that are allowed to compete with local distribution companies 

(LDCs) for customers.  CES companies benefit from a state law that allows them to sell 

electricity directly to residential customers in most Massachusetts cities and towns.  

Usually claiming to offer a better deal than the LDCs whose rates are closely regulated 

by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU), CES companies can charge 

any price at all for electricity, and can lock customers into confusing and expensive 

contracts.1 

 

Most Massachusetts residents have been on the receiving end of telemarketing, 

robocalls, door-to-door sales, direct mail marketing, and other sales tactics used by 

competitive electric supply companies.  Since the Massachusetts energy market2 was 

partly deregulated in 1997, these companies have been authorized to sell electricity 

supply directly to residential customers in Massachusetts.3  Residential customers may 

choose to continue to buy their power from the regulated public utility company that 

offers service to the customer’s home (the LDC, currently Eversource, National Grid or 

Unitil, depending on where the customer lives), or from a CES company which is not 

part of any LDC.4   

 

The aim of the deregulation law was to promote competition and reduce electricity rates 

by allowing private companies to procure electric supply and sell this electricity directly 

to customers, with the LDC still delivering that electricity to homes and businesses and 

sending bills to customers. Yet Massachusetts ratepayers are paying inflated prices 

compared with public utility company rates. Twenty years later, there is reason to look 

back at deregulation and to ask whether the financial harm and other problems that 

residential customers experience in the competitive supply market outweigh the hoped-

for benefits to consumers. 
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Glossary of Terms 

 
Basic service:  The rate that LDCs charge for electricity, which is usually lower 
than the rate charged by CES companies 
 
CES: competitive energy supply 
 
Competitive energy supply company or competitive supply company:  In 
Massachusetts, a private company licensed by the Department of Public Utilities to 
sell electricity or gas service to homeowners or renters for the customer’s 
household use. Competitive supply companies are different from regulated public 
utilities companies (such as Eversource, National Grid or Unitil) 
 
DPU: The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, a state agency that 
oversees utility companies, setting rates and monitoring quality.  According to its 
website, “The DPU oversees investor-owned electric power, natural gas, and water 
companies in Massachusetts. In addition, the DPU regulates the safety of bus 
companies, moving companies, and transportation network companies. We also 
oversee the safety of natural gas pipelines.” 
 
ESCO:  Energy Services Company, which is the acronym used in New York for 
competitive energy supply company 
 
Kilowatt hour:  A unit of measure of energy, which may also be written as kWh. 
 
LDC: Local distribution company, which is the regulated public utility company 
that provides electricity or gas to a designated area of the state.  For instance, 
Eversource is the LDC for electricity service for the city of Boston. 
 
Regulated Public Utility: An investor-owned utility company such as Eversource, 
National Grid or Unitil, which must follow certain state laws administered by the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities. 

 

PROBLEMS, COMPLAINTS AND HARM TO CONSUMERS 

Sales Pitches That Are Too Good to Be True 
 
Since deregulation, CES companies have become a fixture in Massachusetts, and most 

consumers are probably contacted by these companies several times per year.  While 
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Aggressive and False 

Marketing in Lynn 
 

In Lynn, community social 

services providers reported that 

competitive supply salespeople 

gained access to a locked 

apartment building by 

dishonestly claiming to work 

with National Grid. The 

salespeople then approached 

building residents, intimidating 

an older resident. Police were 

called. 

 

Source: Lynn Economic 

Opportunity 

many do sign up to become customers, over the years since deregulation, consumers 

have steadily reported problems such as aggressive marketing practices, deceptive and 

misleading sales pitches, unwanted robocalls, confusing contract terms, and prices that 

dramatically escalate after promotional contract terms expire. 

 

Aggressive and Deceptive Marketing Targets Low-Income, Older 
Consumers, and Those with Limited English Proficiency 
 
Deceptive and aggressive door-to-door marketing appears to be disproportionately 

directed towards older consumers, people with limited English proficiency, and low-

income communities. A long history of reports from social services 

providers and low-income advocates supports this observation. It 

may be that low-income consumers and older customers, whose 

economic circumstances may motivate them to consider the apparent 

low price offers, are more likely to be marketed to than are higher 

income consumers, or are more willing to sign up with a competitive 

supply company, or are seen by salespeople as less likely to 

understand the costs and risks of the offer. 

 

2017 data5 from the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources 

(DOER) demonstrate that about half of Massachusetts low-income 

customers received their electric service from competitive supply 

companies from January through September 2017.  This rate 

significantly exceeded the rate at which other residential customers 

chose competitive electric supply, which hovered around 37%-42% 

for the same time period. 
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Boston Consumer Deceived 
 

A Mattapan resident signed up 

with a competitive supply 

company for gas service after a 

salesperson came to her door and 

told her that she could save 

money on her gas bill. After 

receiving a surprisingly large bill, 

the consumer learned that the 

competitive supply company’s 

salesperson signed her up for gas 

service, but also switched her 

electricity service without her 

knowledge. 

 

Source: National Consumer Law 

Center 

 
   

Complaints about Competitive Electric Supply Companies 
 

Utility customers who are solicited by or sign up with competitive 

electric supply companies may file complaints in Massachusetts 

with the DPU and with other entities. While the DPU collects data 

on customer-reported problems with CES companies, DPU does 

not publish these complaints even though consolidating this 

information and making it readily available would allow the public 

and policymakers to observe problem areas and trends in 

complaints.6 In addition to the DPU, complaints may be directed to 

other agencies or parties such as the Office of the Attorney 

General,7 the utility company, the CES company itself, or non-profit 

and social services organizations.8 

 

Though not a complete catalog of all complaints about competitive 

electric supply companies, the DPU complaint data provides a 

snapshot that illustrates the types of problems that consumers 

encounter. DPU maintains an unpublished database of complaints 

regarding competitive electric suppliers, which is available by 

making a public records request.9 Massachusetts consumers made 

1,198 complaints to the DPU about competitive electric supply 
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Massachusetts consumers 

made 1,198 complaints to 

the DPU about competitive 

electric supply companies 

from August 1, 2015 

through August 1, 2017. 

companies from August 1, 2015 through August 1, 2017. Among the complaints made to 

the DPU, consumers objected to the marketing practices and prices charged by a number 

of companies. Liberty Power, Palmco Power, Major Energy Electric, Spark Energy, 

Verde Energy USA, Clearview Electric, Direct Energy Service, and others were the 

subject of complaints.  Complaints originated throughout Massachusetts and included 

criticisms about door-to-door marketing, variable rates, and switching the customer 

without the customer’s authorization.10 

 

 

 

State Agencies Can Rein in Abuses 
 
The DPU has oversight and enforcement authority over the activities of CES companies, 

which includes licensing and certifying these companies,11 

oversight of certain aspects of marketing and disclosures, 

handling consumer complaints,12 investigating possible 

violations, and taking enforcement actions.  The DPU Consumer 

Division compiles complaint data, which the DPU reviews when 

deciding whether to grant or renew licenses for competitive 

energy suppliers.13 The DPU has not reported any CES license 

revocations or suspensions.  In contrast, DPU exercises more 

extensive oversight over the rates, business practices, and service 

quality of regulated public utility companies or LDCs, reviewing 
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Deaf Customer in Springfield 

Pressured to Sign Contract Without 

Sign Language Interpreter 
 

In western Massachusetts, a salesperson 

pressured a deaf customer to sign up for 

competitive supply service without 

providing a sign language interpreter or 

other help to answer questions and explain 

the contract terms. The customer did not 

understand the agreement and contacted a 

local social services agency for help.  With 

assistance from an advocate, the customer 

canceled the contract. 

most actions by public utility companies in light of its mission to ensure that utility 

consumers are provided with the most reliable service at the lowest possible cost. 

 

The DPU shares oversight with the Office of the Attorney General, since jurisdiction 

over certain marketing practices rests with the Attorney General.  The Attorney General 

enforces M.G.L. c. 93A, the Massachusetts law that prohibits unfair and deceptive trade 

practices, and has created regulations that specifically address the marketing practices of 

CES companies.14  The Attorney General has used this authority to obtain settlements 

with several companies that have violated state law.  In a January 2015 settlement, Just 

Energy agreed to pay $3.8 million to Massachusetts customers in restitution and 

$200,000 in civil penalties, settling allegations of deceptive sales marketing practices and 

customer overcharges.15  In 2008, the Attorney General entered into an agreement with 

Spark Energy to cease certain deceptive marketing practices such as misrepresenting 

Spark’s relationship with the LDC or misrepresenting customer contract terms and 

pricing.  Spark Energy also agreed to refund certain charges to Massachusetts customers 

and to pay $55,000 into a consumer aid fund instead of paying of a civil penalty.16  

During April 2017, the Attorney General also issued a civil investigative demand against 

Starion Energy seeking evidence about the company’s rates and whether certain rates 

consistently exceeded the prices charged by LDCs.17 

  

Although the DPU and Office of the Attorney General have created regulations and 

guidance to police the business practices of CES companies, problems still persist. For 

instance, existing consumer protections for customers with limited English proficiency 

include guidance from Massachusetts stating that CES companies cannot sign up 

residential customers who speak a language other than English until they complete a 

third-party verification or letter of authorization in the customer’s own language, and 

provide the customer with a contract written in that language.18  Yet reports of company 

salespeople selling in a language the consumer cannot 

understand, without providing a translator, are common. 

  

Deceptive representations by marketers are frequently 

reported.19  Since 1998, regulations have prohibited the 

use of “any misleading symbol or representation”20 in the 

marketing of retail electricity supply to customers. Yet 

customers continue to report that salespeople have called 

or come to their homes, stated that they were “working 

with” the customer’s LDC, and offered to sign the 

customer up for a lower rate if the customer provides a 

bill or account number.21  LDCs and consumer advocates 

have issued warnings to the public for years, reminding 

consumers that a legitimate LDC representative will never 

contact a customer to ask for a utility account number. 

When a salesperson claims to be working with the LDC 
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Information from the 

Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General 

 

Do not show a competitive supplier’s agent your 

electricity bill or give him/her your account number 

unless you have agreed to sign up with the competitive 

supplier. 

A common tactic for a dubious sales agent is to ask to 

see the customer’s utility bill under the pretense of 

“determining eligibility” or “comparing the rate that 

you’re paying now.” Some Massachusetts consumers 

have complained that they were switched to competitive 

supply without their authorization after showing a 

competitive supplier’s sales agent their account number 

or showing the agent their electricity bill. 

 

Your electric utility will NOT contact you about your 

electricity supply rates. 

Your utility will not send representatives to your door, 

or call you on the phone to talk about electricity supply 

rates. If a representative contacts you about electricity 

supply rates, this person most likely works for a 

competitive supplier. 

 

Source: “FAQs Regarding Competitive Electric Supply 

for Residential Customer in Massachusetts,” at 

www.mass.gov/ago 

but then asks the customer for a utility account number, the salesperson is not an 

employee or agent of the LDC, and a customer who hands over the account number may 

find that she has unwittingly signed up with a CES company. Yet these illegal practices 

persist, despite LDC efforts to warn customers through press releases and social media. 

 

Options exist to shield consumers from some 

of these practices, although these options are 

not well-known and information is not 

readily available. Each LDC is required to 

maintain a “customer information list” or list 

of eligible electricity customers, with the 

following information:  the name on the 

account, mailing and service addresses, 

monthly meter reading date and rate class. 

The customer’s monthly kilowatt-hour usage 

(and demand where applicable) for the 

previous 12 months at the current address 

will be included.22 The LDC updates the list 

on a quarterly basis, and must periodically 

share this list with CES companies.  

Customers may opt out of the list by either 

calling the LDC or filling out an on-line 

form.23  

 

Consumers may request to be removed from 

the eligible customer list, but it is not clear if 

many customers are even aware of this 

option, or how many have taken steps to opt 

out.  The industry association that represents 

energy supply companies has opposed the 

creation of additional methods of opting out 

of marketing by suppliers.  In its recent rate 

case, Eversource asked the DPU for the 

authority to allow customers to inform 

Eversource if these customers wanted to be protected from solicitations by competitive 

supply companies.24  The Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA), a national 

association that represents CES companies, opposed this modest consumer protection.25  

The DPU declined to allow this change in the rate case, but will allow Eversource to 

make the request again in a new proceeding.26 

  

The value of even the best list is limited, since it is not clear whether salespeople would 

regularly consult the list before knocking on the door of a customer’s home or calling the 

customer’s phone number. 

http://www.mass.gov/ago
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Worcester Resident Reports Scam by CES Company 
 

“Beware of this company!!! They are mis-leading and will take 

whatever means possible to get you to switch from your local 

energy supplier without you even knowing. They're business 

model is based on a scam. They came by my house, told me 

they were checking on my rates and that they should have 

been lowered earlier in the year. They asked me to sign 

something saying they had talked to me and they would make 

my rates match the national rates, but in reality, they were 

switching my account from National Grid to their company. I 

don't care how low the rates are, if they can't tell me honestly 

what they are doing, I NEVER want to do business with a 

company like that. I only hope others avoid getting stuck with 

this problem too. (It took me days of follow up and being given 

the run-around to have my account actually remain with my 

original company).” 

 

Source: Yelp Customer Review of Direct Energy (2012) from 

Worcester, MA 

Consumers in Other States Have Lost Millions of Dollars to 
Competitive Electric Suppliers 

 
Higher prices, even inflated prices, charged by CES companies are a problem across the 

many states that allow residential customers to purchase competitive electric supply. 

Many CES companies operate in multiple states, and higher prices (compared with 

LDC’s prices) have been documented in other states, including Connecticut, Delaware, 

Illinois, and New York.27  

 

In Connecticut, the Office of Consumer Counsel issues periodic reports comparing CES 

company pricing to the regulated LDC prices. For the period of June 2016 through May 

2017, Connecticut residential customers who purchased electricity through CES 

companies paid $66,736,598.41 more that they would have paid to their LDCs for the 

same electricity.28 During December 

2017, six out of ten CES customers in 

Eversource territory and eight out of 

ten CES customers in United 

Illuminating territory paid more for 

competitive supply than the price 

charged by their LDC.29 

 

As calculated by the Illinois 

Commerce Commission, residential 

customers who bought electricity from 

CES companies spent an additional 

$115,204,320 during the period of June 

2014-May 2015, an additional 

$73,439,971 during the period of June 

2015-May 2016, and an additional 

$152,108,081 from June 2016-May 2017 

compared with residential customers 

who obtained their electricity from the 

LDC.30 

 

The New York Public Service Commission recently prohibited CES companies from 

selling electricity to low-income customers, after considering the high prices charged to 

these customers.  The Commission stopped these sales after determining that low-

income customers were overcharged by almost $96,000,000 from January 2014 through 

June 2016, and that these overcharges were high enough to diminish the benefits of New 

York’s low income utility assistance programs.31 Although the competitive electric 

supply industry associations challenged the low income sales moratorium in court, the 

New York Supreme Court in Albany county upheld the order in June 2017.32 
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In a Delaware proceeding, the state’s Public Advocate stated in comments that there has 

been no proof that competitive electric supply has saved money for consumers in 

Delaware or elsewhere. 33 

 

Enforcement actions by state regulators have also identified overcharges, such as a 

complaint by the Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General against a CES company 

called Blue Pilot. The Pennsylvania Utility Commission found multiple violations of 

state law and ordered Blue Pilot to refund $2.4 million in overcharges to customers.34 

Palmco Power has also been the target of state enforcement actions, including a $5.28M 

settlement with the New Jersey Attorney General for alleged deceptive and abusive 

marketing practices,35 and a current lawsuit by the Illinois Attorney General for alleged 

violations of the state law prohibiting unfair and deceptive trade practices.36 

 

CES companies usually operate in multiple states.  For instance, Liberty Power, Starion 

Energy, Palmco Power and Direct Energy operate in Massachusetts and also sell 

electricity to residential customers in other states including Connecticut, Illinois and 

New York. Massachusetts customers filed hundreds of complaints about these four 

companies from 2015 through 2017, as shown in Chart 2.  

 

Higher Prices for Massachusetts Consumers 
 
Consumers in other states have lost hundreds of millions of dollars due to competitive 

electric suppliers’ false promises of lower prices.  How have Massachusetts consumers 

fared? 

 

CES companies in Massachusetts are not required to publicly report enough data to 

enable consumers and others to determine whether customers are overpaying. 

However, the data we have strongly suggests that consumers in Massachusetts are 

overpaying by at least as much as those in Connecticut, Illinois, and New York. In a 

recent report, the Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General found that residential 

customers in Massachusetts who bought electricity directly from CES companies paid 

$176.8 million more than they would have paid their utility company, from July 2015 

through June 2017. And from July 2016 through 2017, low-income consumers paid $23.6 

million more for electricity supplied by CES companies than they would have paid to 

their utility companies.37 

 

An examination of data from the Eversource eastern Massachusetts territory38 

demonstrates that the residential customers in this region who purchased electricity 

from CES companies usually paid more for electricity than had they remained with their 

LDC. The data also shows that competitive electricity supply prices can fluctuate 

significantly.  Even if some consumers paid a fair price for a few months, rates can swing 
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widely and the lack of predictability in pricing only adds to the financial challenges 

faced by low-income households. 

 

As Charts 3 and 4 show, during eighteen months in 2015 and 2016, most of 

Eversource’s eastern Massachusetts residential customers paid more for electricity 

when they contracted with a CES company than they would have paid if they had 

remained customers of Eversource.39  
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Customers who signed up with CES companies almost always paid more for their 

electricity than the LDC’s price, and of the customers who paid more, most were 

charged significantly more, at rates more than $0.01 per kilowatt hour higher. While the 

price difference might not sound dramatic, it amounts to an increase of about 10% or 

more. Massachusetts households use an average of about 600 kilowatt hours per 

month.40  An increase of even 2 or 3 cents per kilowatt hour above the public utility 

company price could quickly add up to over one hundred dollars each year for a 

household depending on their energy usage, and millions of dollars for all customers in 

a state as shown in Connecticut, Illinois, and New York.41 

 

Even though salespersons pitch competitive electric suppliers’ contracts as bringing 

lower prices, electricity supply prices for residential consumers fluctuate and this 

instability would create additional burdens for low-income customers. The fluctuations 

are illustrated in the following chart, which show the variations between regulated 

public utility prices and the competitive electric supply prices over three years, in the 

Eversource eastern Massachusetts territory. 
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It would be difficult to directly compare 2017 data to prior years because of the rapid 

increase in residential customers who are part of municipal aggregations.  In a 

municipal aggregation, a city or town contracts with one energy supply company to 

provide electricity to the town’s residents, except for households that opt out and either 

return to regulated utility company service or switch to another CES company. 

Municipal aggregations have become more common recently.  In the Eversource eastern 

Massachusetts territory, nine municipalities began their municipal aggregation 

programs in 2016, and five more began their programs in 2017.42 

 

With these limits of the data in mind, the chart indicates that CES prices exceed the 

prices for service from the LDC. Additionally, of customers who sign up with CES 

companies and pay a price that is higher than the price charged by the regulated utility 

company, most pay significantly more (a price difference of more than 1 cent per 

kilowatt hour, or a price that is usually at least 10% higher than the LDC price). 

 

The deregulation law’s stated purpose of “promot[ing] the prosperity and general 

welfare of its citizens . . . by restructuring the electricity industry in the commonwealth 

to foster competition and promote reduced electricity rates”43 has not been achieved for 

residential customers in Massachusetts. Rather than delivering promised “long-term rate 

reductions,”44 deregulation has led to increased confusion and higher prices for 

consumers. 
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Consumers Lose with Variable Rate Contracts, High Cancellation 
Fees, and Automatic Renewal of Contracts 
 
In addition to often offering consumers electricity at higher prices, the competitive 

electric suppliers offer confusing variable rate contracts that many consumers do not 

understand. Customers may enroll in a contract with a CES company that offers a fixed 

introductory price for six or twelve months. For instance, as of October 2017, the price 

for electricity charged by Eversource in eastern Massachusetts was 10.759¢ per kilowatt-

hour. During the same month, a slightly lower rate of 10.25¢ was offered by a CES 

company called Ambit Energy.45  The lower rate offered by Ambit Energy would be in 

effect for the first six months of the contract. After six months elapse, the consumer 

would be automatically enrolled into a variable-price contract, at a price that would not 

be disclosed to the customer until the first variable price electric bill arrives. 

  

Variable Rate Contracts 

 

Variable rate contracts are prohibited in Connecticut, but in Massachusetts there are no 

legal limits on the amount that can be charged under a variable rate contract, or by how 

much the variable rate can exceed the regulated utility company’s prices. After the initial 

fixed rate expires, the variable rate charged by the CES can skyrocket.46 Some consumers 

have tried to challenge excessive variable rates in court and have sued for breach of 

contract and other contract claims, with mixed results.47 

 

High Cancellation Fees 

 

Consumers are also harmed by high cancellation fees, which can add a big expense if the 

consumer tries to cancel a competitive electric supply contract. While a customer may 

switch from the LDC’s electric service at any time without fees, customers who wish to 

switch back from the CES company, or who want to switch from one CES company to 

another, may be charged an expensive cancellation fee. In a review of CES contracts 

offered in October 2017, cancellation fees ranged as high as a $200 flat fee, or a fee of $12 

for each month remaining on the contract term at the time the consumer cancels, which 

would amount to $276 for a customer who cancelled a 24-month contract after one 

month.48  The high cancellation fee can effectively trap the consumer in a contract for 

expensive electricity supply for the entire term of the contract. 

 

Automatic Renewal 

 

Frequently, contracts for competitive electric supply will automatically renew. A 

consumer who finds that the low introductory rate has been replaced with a higher 
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A change to remove CES 

companies from the residential 

energy market could be made 

through legislation, or the 

Massachusetts Department of 

Public Utilities could open an 

investigation to begin this process. 

variable rate may have few options other than waiting for the contract to expire or 

paying a cancellation fee to end the contract early.  But it is easy for most consumers to 

lose track of the contract term or miss the date when the contract needs to be cancelled 

prior to being automatically renewed – in fact, companies may count on this to retain 

customers. Automatic renewal benefits the company to the detriment of consumers.   

 

STOPPING ABUSIVE ENERGY SALES PRACTICES: 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MASSACHUSETTS 
 
Massachusetts needs to do more to protect consumers from unfair practices in the 

competitive electricity supply market.  Residential customers are being harmed in 

several ways.  Many of these customers are paying too much for electricity.  Aggressive 

marketing practices, which are disproportionately aimed at vulnerable consumers, 

continue even though Massachusetts has several laws and regulations which are 

intended to protect consumers from these abuses.  Competitive electric supply contracts 

are confusing, and usually contain terms such as variable rates, high cancellation fees, 

and automatic reenrollment, which benefit CES companies but harm consumers. 

 

Low-income consumers often reach out to advocates in their communities or to the 

National Consumer Law Center for help with competitive supply contracts. Usually, 

consumers were deceived and did not knowingly consent to the contract. When 

advocates get involved, we are often able to get relief for the individual consumers. But 

these small victories do not fix the systemic problems that harm a wider group of 

consumers.  We urge Massachusetts to undertake the following reforms. 

 

End Retail Competitive Energy Supply Sales to Individual Residential Customers 

 

Consumers and their advocates rarely see any benefit from the residential competitive 

electric supply market.  As the history of consumer protection issues and high prices 

shows, consumers and stakeholders are expending money and resources to deal with 

the same problems over and over again, and only the CES companies appear to benefit.  

The current scheme of electricity market deregulation is 

simply not working for the majority of residential 

consumers. 

 

It is time to end the unsuccessful experiment.  The retail 

competitive energy market is harming residential 

customers.  Evidence of problems continues to mount 

with no relief in sight for consumers. CES companies 

continue to profit while consumers continue to suffer.  A 

change to remove CES companies from the residential 
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energy market could be made through legislation, or the Massachusetts Department of 

Public Utilities could open an investigation to begin this process. New York is 

conducting this type of investigation, and is determining whether to end competitive 

energy supply sales to residential customers entirely. The New York Public Service 

Commission, in light of the prevalence of consumer problems in the competitive energy 

market, is considering “whether ESCOs should be completely prohibited from serving 

their current products to mass-market customers[.]”49   

 

Until this step is completed, the following policy changes would help protect 

consumers.  In the short term, as long as the Massachusetts residential electricity market 

remains deregulated, policy makers and stakeholders must take steps to make the 

market work more fairly, with adequate protections for consumers.  Several other states, 

including Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois have responded to 

consumers’ problems with additional consumer protections.  Massachusetts has fallen 

behind these other states. Stronger consumer protections that would help Massachusetts 

consumers include examination of financial harm to low-income consumers, limits on 

residential contract terms, rules regarding permissible marketing tactics and third-party 

marketers, opt-out provisions for customers, and more comprehensive public reporting. 

 

Investigate Harm to Low-Income Consumers and Programs and Make Needed 

Reforms 

 

As noted, low-income consumers may be disproportionately harmed by higher rates 

and unfair contracts, and many are struggling to pay their bills even before signing up 

for CES service. In New York, the state’s Public Service Commission (PSC) conducted 

proceedings and issued an order to halt CES companies’ sales to certain low-income 

customers.50  The PSC took this step after proceedings in which CES companies failed to 

show that their services provided any additional service or value compared with LDC 

electric service, and evidence showed that customers who signed up with CES 

companies (referred to as ESCOs in New York) overpaid for the same electric service. 

Further, the PSC found that the higher charges were significant enough to drain crucial 

funds from taxpayer and ratepayer supported programs that were intended to assist 

low-income customers. 

 

In Massachusetts, the Attorney General recently reported that a higher proportion of 

low-income customers by electricity from CES companies than do higher-income 

customers, low-income customers pay CES rates that are 17% higher on average than 

those charged to other customers, and low-income customers have paid $23.6 million 

more from July 2016-June 2017 compared to the prices charged by utility companies.51 

Massachusetts has adopted several programs and protections to assist low-income 

ratepayers, who receive help from these state programs as well as from the federal Low 

Income Home Energy Assistance Program52 (LIHEAP, also called Fuel Assistance) 

funding which provides crucial support for low-income people during the winter 
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heating season.  In light of New York’s findings, and evidence of disproportionate harm 

to low-income Massachusetts customers, the Massachusetts DPU should conduct a 

similar investigation to determine whether, and by how much, low-income ratepayers 

overpay for electricity, and whether the inflated prices charged by some CES companies 

weaken the effectiveness of the state’s low-income assistance programs, particularly the 

low-income discount rate and the Arrearage Management Programs.53  

 

Prohibit Variable Rate Contracts and Automatic Reenrollment, and Limit 

Cancellation Fees 

 

If the competitive electricity market is to function more fairly, then the energy contracts 

offered by CES companies must be fair to consumers and contain reasonable terms.  In 

light of problems reported by consumers in Massachusetts and other deregulated states, 

solutions should include prohibiting variable rate contracts unless consumers can exit 

these contracts without penalties, eliminating or limiting early cancellation fees, and 

removing “negative option” terms that automatically re-enroll consumers when a 

contract ends. 

 

Variable rate contracts that lock in customers should be prohibited in Massachusetts, 

both as initial contracts and when a contract is renewed. As described above, customers 

may be enticed by an initial fixed rate but cannot know what variable rate they will be 

charged later. Variable rate contracts are already prohibited in Connecticut.54  As a 

weaker alternative, variable rates could be capped at a reasonable percentage (e.g., no 

more than 10% higher than the introductory price).  These protections could be added to 

Massachusetts law by the Legislature. 

 

Cancellation fees, which as noted above can exceed $200, must be limited to a reasonable 

amount. For example, Connecticut passed a state law that capped cancellation fees at 

$50.55 Indeed, any claim that competitive supply contracts need to provide for any 

cancellation fees at all is inconsistent with the premise that, as the competitive supply 

industry association claims, competitive supply allows customers to “take control of 

their energy costs and benefit from innovative services.”56 

 

Automatic reenrollment in a contract to purchase goods or services, without the 

affirmative consent of the consumer, is referred to as a negative option plan. The 

practice of automatic reenrollment has created problems for consumers who signed up 

for service without understanding that they could be reenrolled with a higher rate for 

electricity once the initial contract expired.57 Negative option billing is meant to restrict 

customer choice, which is the opposite of the policy reasons behind deregulation. 

Requiring affirmative consent prior to reenrollment in contracts to purchase electricity 

or gas would enhance customer choice by allowing consumers to assess new contract 

terms and prices and make an informed decision before reenrolling.  Federal law already 

prohibits negative option billing for another type of utility service — cable television 
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A CES company that violates 

the code of conduct, the DPU 

consumer protection 

regulations, or the 

Massachusetts Consumer 

Protection Act1 may be subject 

to a civil penalty of up to 

$5,000,000. 

service.58 Massachusetts law should be amended to prohibit automatic reenrollment in 

CES contracts. 

 

More detailed information on electric bills could provide some benefit to consumers, by 

putting information about their electric supplier in one easily accessible place. 

Connecticut permits Eversource to list the name and phone number of the customer’s 

competitive supply company on each monthly bill. The bill also contains the rate 

charged by the CES company, the rate for basic service, the amount of any cancellation 

fee, the expiration date of the contract, and other information as illustrated. (See 

Appendix A). 

 

This information, including the comparison between utility company and competitive 

supplier prices, would be helpful for customers who want to understand the terms of 

the competitive supply contract and compare prices.  If a customer wants to end the 

contract, the information is readily available.  However, providing more detailed 

information would not be a solution on its own and would not eliminate the risk of 

financial harm borne by consumers. 

 

Develop Tougher Rules for Third-Party Marketers and Their Sales Practices 

 

Massachusetts law directs the DPU to create a code of conduct 

for the retail sale of electricity.  This code of conduct must, by 

statute, address “rules and regulations governing the 

confidentiality of customer records, metering, billing, and 

information systems, and conformance with fair labor 

practices.”59  A CES company that violates the code of conduct, 

the DPU consumer protection regulations,60 or the 

Massachusetts Consumer Protection Act61 may be subject to a 

civil penalty of up to $5,000,000.62   

 

CES companies that conduct door-to-door marketing 

campaigns in Massachusetts must first file a form with the DPU to notify the agency 

before starting a marketing campaign. Some cities and towns also require that door-to-

door marketers register with the municipal government before marketing.  The DPU 

requires CES companies to provide some information before beginning a marketing 

campaign, but it could require more.  Currently, the CES company must provide contact 

information and verification that it has complied with licensing and background check 

requirements, and has complied with any relevant municipal licensing or notice 

requirements.  There is an optional section where the CES company can choose to tell 

the DPU where it will conduct marketing and the start and end dates of the marketing 

campaign, but the DPU does not require that information. The notice rules and the 

standards of conduct for in-person marketing to consumers are still being developed as 

part of a DPU proceeding,63 and DPU should require the CES companies to list the 
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The DPU should also use the 

full extent of its authority to 

adopt the strongest possible 

consumer protections in its 

regulations. 

locations and dates of their door-to-door marketing campaigns.64  Reporting the dates 

and locations of these campaigns would allow DPU to better monitor CES marketing 

activities and identify trends of abusive or deceptive sales practices. The information 

would also help policy makers to determine if vulnerable communities65 are targeted for 

excessive marketing of potentially over-priced products. 

 

The DPU should also use the full extent of its authority to adopt the strongest possible 

consumer protections in its regulations. During July 2017, the 

DPU stated that it plans to initiate a rulemaking to codify some 

interim rules and also update the agency’s CES regulations. 

The DPU did not provide a timeline, but noted that “The 

Department intends on initiating such rulemaking after 

sufficient time has passed to assess the implementation of the 

[interim rules].”66 The DPU should initiate this rulemaking 

promptly, in light of the long history of problems in this market. 

 

The Attorney General also writes regulations that protect consumers from abuses by 

CES companies. The Attorney General enforces the state law prohibiting unfair and 

deceptive business practices, and has issued regulations that deal directly with the 

marketing practices of competitive supply companies.67 These regulations are now being 

updated, and the Attorney General released proposed changes that would improve 

consumer protections.  For example, if adopted, the updated regulations would prohibit 

variable rate contract prices unless the variable rate is first disclosed to the consumer in 

the contract or is “calculable” using information that the CES company gives to the 

consumer.  The proposed updates would require CES companies to disclose more 

information to consumers about the details of the contract and the source of the 

electricity. The CES company could only compare its prices to prices charged by the 

LDC if the prospective customer specifically asked for the comparison.  If a customer 

asks a CES marketer to stop a sales solicitation, the marketer would have to stop 

immediately and could not market to that customer for six months unless requested by 

the customer. While these updates to the regulations would not safeguard consumers 

from every abusive practice and unfair contract term, the proposed regulations would 

provide some protection and may discourage bad actors.  

 

Strengthen Customers’ Ability to Limit Marketing 

 

Customers have had the ability to opt out of marketing by competitive supply 

companies since the process was formalized in 2001.68 However, the constant flow of 

consumer complaints makes it clear that the existing process is not working adequately.  

Although no formal survey has been done, it appears that either most customers are not 

aware of their ability to opt out of the eligible customer list, or that customers who have 

tried to opt out continue to receive unwanted sales pitches.  The DPU should open a 

new investigation into whether residential consumers would be better served through 
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an opt-in process, where they can affirmatively decide if they want to receive offers from 

competitive supply companies. The Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General has 

also voiced support for an examination of whether an opt-in process is now needed.69  

 

If an opt-in system is not possible, then customers should be able to easily and 

effectively opt out of marketing by competitive supply companies. While customers may 

ask to be removed from the list,70 the information about how to opt out is not 

prominently featured online, and few consumers know how to opt out. In the early 

years of deregulation, utilities were directed by DPU to send information to customers 

in a bill insert, letting them know how to opt out.71 They still have the ability and 

authority to do so.72  It would benefit consumers if DPU required utility companies to 

send an annual notice of the right to opt out. In addition, DPU should create stricter 

requirements prohibiting door-to-door soliciting unless the salesperson has confirmed 

that the household is not on the “opt-out” list. 

 

As noted earlier, Eversource recently asked the DPU for the authority to create a list of 

customers who want to be protected from solicitations by competitive supply 

companies.73  The Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA), a national association that 

represents competitive supply companies, opposed this,74 despite a long history of 

abuses by the industry.75  

 

In addition to opting out of marketing, customers should have the power to place a 

block on their accounts, since salespersons may still try to contact customers who have 

tried to opt out. In neighboring Rhode Island, customers have the option of placing a 

block on an electricity account to prevent being switched to a CES company.  Customers 

must contact their LDC to ask for a block, and information about how to do so is easily 

found on the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission website.76 

 

Report Violations of the Law and High Prices to the Public, and Pursue Violations 

 

Create a public report of complaints 

 

Currently, complaint data is difficult to track. As noted, CES customers may complain to 

the DPU, the Office of the Attorney General, the LDC, elected officials, or others when 

encountering problems with competitive supply companies. Complaint data is not 

posted online or published for the public, and there is no source for consolidation of 

complaint date from different sources. 

  

The DPU has the legal authority to require the collection and reporting77 of complaint 

data, and to implement other consumer protections, under its broad statutory authority 

to regulate the retail energy market.78  It would benefit consumers and all stakeholders 

to have detailed information about CES company complaints, including the company at 

issue and the consumer’s concern.  Massachusetts should consider following the model 
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Despite the authority, the DPU has 

not reported license revocations or 

suspensions.  The agency had the 

authority to do so since the beginning 

of deregulation but did not adopt 

regulations for adjudicating 

enforcement actions until 2017. 

implemented by Connecticut, which publishes a “Complaints Scorecard” online for the 

general public.79  Collection and publication of complaint data from different sources 

should also be considered. 

 

Create public reporting of prices actually paid by consumers 

 

With stakeholder input, the DPU has developed a shopping website that consumers can 

use to compare different offers from CES companies, at EnergySwitchMA.gov. The 

Energy Switch website is helpful as a shopping tool, but does not provide information 

about the prices that customers will ultimately pay under variable rate contracts or how 

the CES company prices will compare with LDC rates over time. 

 

Detailed and frequent public reporting of the prices charged by CES companies, 

including rates paid by customers after any introductory rate expires, is essential for 

identifying patterns of high charges and protecting consumers. Such reporting would go 

beyond the information provided on the Energy Switch shopping website.  

Massachusetts must consider adopting reporting such as that required in Connecticut by 

the state’s Public Utilities Regulatory Authority.80  Through this reporting, data and 

analysis of the actual prices paid by consumers (beyond the initial offers of the supply 

companies) could be made available to stakeholders, policy makers and members the 

public.  Failing to require this data to be reported only encourages companies to make 

use of variable pricing in order to hide the true costs of their services. 

 

Department of Public Utilities and the Attorney General should actively pursue enforcement, 

including fines and license revocations, and the Attorney General should continue to pursue bad 

actors 

 

DPU has jurisdiction over licensing of competitive supply companies. It can take any of 

the following actions: revoking or suspending the license of a competitive supply 

company, prohibiting the company from signing up new customers for a specified 

period of time, placing the company on probationary status, or imposing a remedial 

plan on the company.81  The DPU also has the statutory authority to suspend the license 

for up to one year for “slamming,” i.e., if the supplier has intentionally, maliciously or 

fraudulently switched more than 20 customers to its 

service within a 12 month period.82   

 

Despite this authority, the DPU has not reported 

license revocations or suspensions.  The agency had 

the authority to do so since the beginning of 

deregulation but did not adopt regulations for 

adjudicating enforcement actions until 2017.83  With 

the regulations in place, the DPU now has a process 

for pursuing enforcement.  And with over 1,000 

http://www.energyswitchma.gov/
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consumer complaints84 filed between August 2015 and August 2017, DPU has an ample 

set of complaints to investigate.  

 

The Office of the Attorney General has no authority over licensing, but may investigate 

and pursue violations of the Massachusetts unfair and deceptive business practices law 

(M.G.L. c. 93A), and has enforcement authority under state law85 to bring a consumer 

protection action in response to violations of laws governing competitive supply 

companies.86 Both the DPU and Attorney General may investigate a competitive supply 

company, and both investigations can proceed simultaneously.87 The Office of the 

Attorney General has exercised this authority to end abusive and deceptive practices by 

Just Energy and Spark Energy, to investigate the practices of Starion Energy, and to 

return millions of dollars to consumers.88  Consumers have benefitted substantially from 

the Attorney General’s enforcement actions to date.  The Attorney General should 

continue to devote substantial resources to investigating complaints against CES 

companies, and bringing enforcement actions when merited.  The Attorney General 

should also continue to engage with community groups and others to educate 

particularly vulnerable populations, such as the elderly and communities that speak 

English as a second language, about the risks of CES companies, and to solicit 

complaints that would help inform future enforcement. 

CONCLUSION 
 
Competitive energy suppliers are overcharging Massachusetts consumers for electricity.  

Faced with aggressive sales pitches and false promises of lower prices, consumers sign 

contracts with these companies but frequently learn that service is more costly than they 

originally believed.  Low-income households buy competitive electric supply more 

frequently than other households, but the financial harm caused by high electricity 

prices adds another burden for these vulnerable families. 

 

Deregulation in Massachusetts began in 1997, but the goals of deregulation -- 

“promot[ing] the prosperity and general welfare of its citizens . . . by restructuring the 

electricity industry in the commonwealth to foster competition and promote reduced 

electricity rates”89 – have not been achieved. The other deregulated states (for electricity, 

Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, 

New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 

and Texas) have faced similar struggles, and none have found a way to operate a 

restructured electricity market without financial harm to residential customers.  

 

In the short term, Massachusetts ratepayers urgently need stronger consumer 

protections from high prices, deceptive sales practices, and contract terms that put 

consumers at a disadvantage. In the longer term, policymakers must recognize that the 

deregulated energy market is harming Massachusetts families, and it is time to consider 

limiting CES companies to commercial and industrial energy markets. 
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APPENDIX: 
SAMPLE CONNECTICUT EVERSOURCE ELECTRIC BILL* 
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* Source: https://www.eversource.com/content/ct-c/residential/my-

account/billingpayments/about-your-bill/understanding-my-bill 

 

https://www.eversource.com/content/ct-c/residential/my-account/billingpayments/about-your-bill/understanding-my-bill
https://www.eversource.com/content/ct-c/residential/my-account/billingpayments/about-your-bill/understanding-my-bill
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ENDNOTES 
 

 
1 Customers of the Massachusetts gas companies National Grid, Eversource, Unitil, 

Liberty Utilities, Berkshire Gas, Columbia Gas and Blackstone Gas are also able to buy 

their natural gas from competitive energy suppliers and have it delivered by the LDCs 

just listed.  However, there is much less data and information available regarding 

whether the prices the CES offer are higher or lower than the prices offered by the LDCs, 

and whether these gas CES are engaging in unfair and deceptive sales practices.  

Therefore, this paper focuses primarily on the electric CES. 

 
2 Customers can also choose a competitive natural gas supplier. 220 Code Mass. Regs. 

14.00. Competition in the gas market is newer in Massachusetts and is still limited to a 

small number of residential customers, so we do not have data yet about customer 

problems with competitive gas supply, although it would not be surprising to see the 

same problems emerge. 

 
3 An Act Relative to Restructuring the Electric Utility Industry in the Commonwealth, 

Regulating the Provision of Electricity and Other Services, and Promoting Enhanced 

Consumer Protections Therein (or the “Electric Restructuring Act”), Ch. 164 of the Acts 

of 1997. 

 
4 This report focuses on individual consumers and their direct interactions with 

competitive electric supply companies, but does not address “municipal aggregation” or 

“community choice aggregation.” Another Massachusetts law allows cities and towns to 

contract with electricity suppliers to purchase electricity through community choice 

aggregation, and residents of the municipality may accept the service or opt out. M.G.L. 

c. 164, § 134 (“Any municipality or any group of municipalities acting together within 

the commonwealth is hereby authorized to aggregate the electrical load of interested 

electricity consumers within its boundaries . . . “). While customers in these municipal 

aggregation cities and towns may at times pay slightly more for their electricity than if 

they remained customers of the LDC, we are not aware of unfair or deceptive sales 

practice in those municipalities, nor that customers end up paying substantially more 

than the prices offered by the LDC.   

 
5 Mass. Dept. of Energy Resources, 2017 Electric Customer Migration Data, available at 

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/electric-customer-migration-data. 

 
6 Connecticut takes a different approach, and posts detailed complaint information on a 

state website. See Conn. Dept. of Energy & Environmental Regulation, Public Utilities 

Regulatory Authority, Complaints Scorecard, available at www.ct.gov/pura. 
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7 The Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General received over 700 complaints from 

residential electricity customers about competitive electric supply companies from 2014 

through 2017.  Massachusetts Attorney General's Office, Are Consumers Benefiting from 

Competition? An Analysis of the Individual Residential Electric Supply Market in 

Massachusetts (March 2018). 

8 In addition, an internet search for customer complaints and reviews yields many 

results from Massachusetts and elsewhere.  For media accounts of Massachusetts 

consumer complaints, see, Fox 25 News, “AG's office investigates power supply 

company after complaints over questionable tactics” (Dec. 10, 2015), available at 

http://www.fox25boston.com/news/fox-25-investigates/ags-office-investigates-power-

supply-company-after-complaints-over-questionable-tactics-1/9570281; Boston Globe, 
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